
The GAIM Simulator
GAIM is a virtual reality hunting and sport shooting 
simulator. GAIM is fully immersive, you can look and 
shoot in any direction and your movement in real 
life is the same as in virtual reality. You have to take 
distance and speed of the target into account when  
calculating the lead.  The GAIM wooden rifle and 
Arex Delta training handgun are both made as close 
to real firearms as possible. 

Every shot in GAIM can be analyzed showing bar-
rel tracking, where you aimed and where the shot 
hit the target and more. Visibly showing how you 
release shots and what you can improve on. 

Hardware
As a customer you can choose between our hand-
made wooden rifle stock and the training handgun. 
Users only need one GAIM trigger, it is modular and 
can easily be moved between the weapon control-
lers. The trigger has adjustable pre travel before 
break.

Ballistics and animal anatomy
In the GAIM ballistics engine we use the data of a 
standard 308w cartridge for our rifle calculations. 
Weight 11,7 grams. Speed 800 m/s. The 
calculations for shotgun are based on 
US6 with 411m/s exit speed. All animals 
have correct anatomy and only hits 
in the lunges, heart, neck and brain 
take down the animal.

Sport shooting
GAIM offers a wide range of sport shooting practice. 
Our SimPro® Clay Pigeon allows the user to choose 
all aspects of shooting clays, such as speed, size, 
towers and shooting position. We also offer Skeet, 
Trap and 5-stand.

Software for the Training Handgun
For the Training Handgun we have the SimPro® 
Sport Shooting where you can choose steel and 
paper targets, shooting stances and distances. The 
IPSC and GAIM of Steel scenarios are a great way to 
test your skills and compete with friends.

Meta Quest 2 VR headset
GAIM is compatible with the Meta Quest 2 and Pro 
headsets. We do not sell Meta Quest.  

Contact
Please email sales@gaim.com if you need more
media files, want interviews or have any questions.

GAIM is a virtual reality hunting and sport shooting simulator. Practice and develop your skills
with a rifle, Ar15, shotgun or handgun wherever you are. With true ballistics and animal anatomy it 
will help you build muscle memory and get Ready for Reality!

When you combine the realistic GAIM firearm controllers with our software in Meta Quests virtual 
reality, you end up with a true to life shooting experience. GAIM is an easy to use product, suitable for 
both homes, shooting ranges, hunting lodges and organizations. 

@gaimitg   www.gaim.com


